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ABSTRACT

FABRICATION AND DOPING OF THIN CRYSTALLINE Si FILMS
PREPARED BY E-BEAM EVAPORATION ON GLASS SUBSTRATE
Sedani, Salar H.
M. Sc. Department of Micro and Nanotechnology
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Raşit Turan
Co-Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. H. Emrah Ünalan

February 2013, 55 pages

In this thesis study, fabrication and doping of silicon thin films prepared by electron beam
evaporation equipped with effusion cells for solar cell applications have been investigated.
Thin film amorphous Si (a-Si) layers have been fabricated by the electron beam evaporator
and simultaneously doped with boron (B) and phosphorous (P) using effusion cells. Samples
were prepared on glass substrates for the future solar cell operations. Following the
deposition of a-Si thin film, crystallization of the films has been carried out. Solid Phase
Crystallization (SPC) and Metal Induced Crystallization (MIC) have been employed to obtain
thin film crystalline Si. Crystallization was performed in a conventional tube furnaces and
Rapid Thermal annealing systems (RTA) as a function of process parameters such as
annealing temperature and duration. Produced films have been characterized using
chemical and structural characterization techniques such as Raman Spectroscopy, X-Ray
Diffractometer and Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometer (SIMS). The electrical properties of
the films have been studied using Hall Effect and I-V measurements as a function of doping.
We have demonstrated successful crystallization of a-Si by SPC at temperatures above 600
°C. The crystallization occurred at lower temperatures in the case of MIC. For doping, P was
evaporated from the effusion cell at a temperature between 600 °C and 800 °C. For B, the
evaporation temperature was 1700 °C and 1900 °C. The thickness and the band gap of the
Si films were determined by ellipsometry method and the results were compared for different
evaporation temperatures. The effect of doping was monitored by the I-V and Hall Effect
measurements. We have seen that the doping was accomplished in most of the cases. For
the samples annealed at relatively high temperatures, the measured doping type was
inconsistent with the expected results. This was attributed to the contamination from the
glass substrate. To understand the origin of this contamination, we analyzed the chemical
structure of the film and glass by X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) and seen that the glass is the
main source of contamination. In order to prevent this contamination we have suggested
covering the glass substrate with Si3N4 (Silicon Nitride) which act as a good diffusion barrier
for impurities.

Keywords: Thin Film, Crystalline, Silicon Solar Cell, Effusion Cell Equipped E-Beam
Evaporator, Doping, Crystallization
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ÖZ

E-BEAM BUHARLAŞTIRICIYLA CAM ÜZERİNE GÜNEŞ GÖZELERİ UYGULAMALARI
İÇİN SİLİSYUM İNCE FİLMLERİN ÜRETİMİ VE KATKILAMASI

Sedani, Salar H.
Yüksek Lisans, Mikro ve Nanoteknoloji Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Raşit Turan
Ortak Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. H. Emrah Ünalan

Şubat 2013, 55 sayfa

Bu tez çalışmasında, efüzyon hücreleri ile donatılmış elektron demeti buharlaştırma sistemi
ile hazırlanmış silisyum ince filmlerin güneş gözeleri uygulaması için üretim ve katkılanması
incelenmiştir. İnce film amorf silisyum (a-Si) tabakalar elektron demeti buharlaştırıcı ile
üretilmiş ve eş zamanlı olarak efüzyon hücreleri ile boron ve fosfor katkılaması yapılmıştır.
Gelecekte güneş gözeleri işlemleri için ince filmler cam alttaş üzerine üretilmiştir. A-Si ince
film üretimini takiben filmlerin kristallenmesi sağlanmıştır. Kristal silisyum ince film elde
etmek için, Katı Faz Kristallenme (SPC) ve Metalle İndüklemeli Kristallenme (MIC)
yöntemleri kullanılmıştır. Kristallenme, klasik tüp fırınlama ve Hızlı Isıl Fırınlama (RTA)
yöntemleriyle zaman ve sıcaklık değişkenlerine göre çalışılmıştır. Üretilen filmler, kimyasal
ve yapısal karakterizasyon yöntemleri olan Raman spektroskopisi, X-Işını Kırınımı ve İkincil
İyon Kütlesi Spektroskopisi (SIMS) ile incelenmiştir. Filmlerin elektriksel özellikleri
katkılamanın fonksiyonu olarak Hall Etkisi ve akım-voltaj (I-V) ölçümleriyle çalışılmıştır.
600 °C sıcaklık üzerinde SPC yöntemiyle başarılı kristallenme elde edildiği gösterilmiştir.
MIC durumunda kristallenme 600 °C’nin altında gözlemlenmiştir. Katkılama için efüzyon
hücresinden 600 °C ve 800 °C sıcaklıkları arasında fosfor buharlaştırılmıştır. Boron için
buharlaştırma sıcaklıkları 1700 °C ve 1900 °C arasında olmuştur. Filmlerin kalınlık ve bant
aralıkları elipsometrik yöntemle belirlenmiş ve sonuçlar farklı buharlaştırma sıcaklıkları için
karşılaştırılmıştır. Katkılamanın sonuçları I-V ve Hall etkisi ölçümleriyle gözlenmiştir. Birçok
koşulda katkılamanın yapıldığı görülmüştür. Görece yüksek sıcaklıklarda fırınlanmış
örneklerin katkılanmasının beklenen sonuçlarla tutarlı olduğu ölçülmüştür. Bu sonuç,
camdan gelen kirliliğe dayandırılmıştır. Bu kirliliğin nedenini anlamak için filmlerin ve camın
kimyasal yapısı X-Işını Floresans Spektroskopisi (XRF) ile analiz edilmiş ve kirliliğin ana
kaynağının cam olduğu görülmüştür. Bu kirliliği önlemek için, cam alttaşların yüzeyinin iyi bir
difüzyon bariyeri olan Silisyum Nitrat (Si3N4) tabaka ile kaplanması öngörülmüştür.
Anahtar Kelimeler: İnce Film Kristal Silisyum, Güneş Gözesi, Efüzyon Hücresiyle
Donatılmış E-Demeti Buharlaştırıcı, Katkılama, Kristallenme
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Renewable Energies
Energy is not just a scientific, technological or economical term; it’s a case that rules the
world. It has economical, social and environmental effects on our life on this planet. As
known, we have been using fossil originated fuel sources to supply our energy needs.
Burning fossil fuels creates enormous economical, political, and environmental problems like
global warming which is becoming more and more difficult to handle.
The energy demand of human being is increasing with ever increasing rate. This
unavoidable and irreversible process should be handled with extreme care in order to
prevent deadly catastrophes on our planet. The expected increase in the energy demand is
illustrated in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 Total energy demands with respect to countries [1]

1

We see from Figure 1.1 that the energy demand will increase 40%, from 17 TWy to 23 TWy
in 20 years. This means we have to build new huge amount of power stations in a very short
time period. Today, almost 85% of the energy need is supplied by fossil fuels, coal, oil, and
natural gas. Burning these fuels causes huge amount of CO 2 release to the atmosphere.
This is threatening the natural life on the planet.
We certainly need to replace the fossil fuels by renewable energy resources. The major
renewable energy sources are the wind power, solar power, geothermal, hydro power, wave
power and biomass. Among them, solarpower is the most manageable one due to being
21
much more abundant on the planet Earth. Sun radiates 380 × 10 kW energy while the
12
Earth receives 170 × 10 kW portion of it which is a huge amount of energy [2]. Photovoltaic
energy is the conversion of solar power into electricity. In this process there is no toxicity,
waste products and also it doesn’t need any mechanically moving parts. It works where the
solar or artificial light source is available (even in cloudy weather), and can be modular, can
be sized for any application from a watch to a multi-megawatt power plant. But also it
includes disadvantages or literally some limitations as; fully dependent on to the light. It has
high initial costs that overshadow the low maintenance costs and lack of fuel costs and large
area is essential for large scale applications. It also generates direct current while the
electricity grid uses alternative current and at last, in off-grid applications energy storage is
needed.
The main challenge about this PV technology has been the cost until very recently. The
drastic price fall due to the over capacity created by China and Far East countries has made
the PV applications very competitive against other energy resources. However, further price
reduction is needed to create a paradigm shift from the world of fossil fuels to solar based
energy world. The cost reduction can be accelerated using less materials in the photovoltaic
cells. The thin film a-Si based solar cell is a promising example for the use of less material in
a solar cell. However a-Si suffers from low material quality and instability. a-Si named as
cheap because of its cost and its quality as a photovoltaic material. It is highly defected such
include enormous amount of dangling bonds. But it is possible to change “cheap” word to
“low cost” by crystallizing it. This sentence is going to be explained more in this chapter as
followed.

1.2. History
French physicist, Alexandre-Edmond Becquerel (1820-1891), discovered the photovoltaic
effect in 1839. He had investigated the photochemical effects of solar radiation [3]. Latterly,
Edward Weston (1850-1936), an English chemist whom had been competitor of Thomas
Edison in the early days of electricity generation and distribution. He was awarded a patent
for the solar cell in 1882 [4]. Albert Einstein explained the photoelectric effect in 1905 which
brought him a Nobel Prize in 1921 [5]. After 25 years later, in 1946, the first practical solar
cell with 6 % efficiency was achieved at Bell Laboratories by Daryl Chapin, Calvin Souther
Fuller and Gerald Pearson [6]. In 1958 solar cells were used to supply some portion of
energy necessity of spacecraft Vanguard I to extend the mission time [7].
However the high cost of producing solar cells was an obstacle for practical use. In 1960s
when the production of larger crystal ingots was available after the semiconductor industry’s
movement to integrated circuits, the prices became relatively lower. However this was not
enough for serial production and at the beginning of 70s the costs were surmised as $100
per watt [8].From early 70s to the mid 80s the photovoltaic installations grew rapidly however
the falling oil prices in 80s retarded the photovoltaic progress until 1996. By the end of 90s
photovoltaic developments accelerated due to the green house effect problem [9]. The
productions were mostly dominant in North America and Europe until 2000s. When the
Asian countries, especially China, became a part of production, the prices have fallen down
effectively. In 2011, it was reported that the price per watt for crystalline based solar
modules was $ 1.09[10]. After 2000 the photovoltaic growth developed consistently and
large capacity solar power plants were constructed. Photovoltaic production has increased
2

about 40 % every year and at the end of 2010 the installed capacity reached 39.8 GW
[11].This number increased to 69 GW in the early 2012 [12].

1.3. Photovoltaic Solar Cells
Over the last 30 years, various photovoltaic technologies have been developed for solar
energy conversion. While crystalline silicon solar cells are still main technology in the PV
market, thin film technologies, and other third generation are also promising for future of PV
technologies. Some of the new technologies have been commercialized and some of them
are still in research labs and waiting for further developments.
1.3.1.

Crystalline Silicon Photovoltaic Technology

Crystalline silicon cells made of bulk Si wafers and dominate market by more than %90 of
the total sales. This technology is based on the well-known semiconductor, Si which is
reliable and robust and has high conversion efficiency. The initial investment is low and the
volume of production has reached very high level in recent years. Crystalline silicon PV cells
are divided in to sub groups based on the crystallinity of the wafer: mono-crystal and multi
crystal. Mono-crystalline wafer based solar cells have better quality and higher efficiency
compared to the multi-crystalline ones. Multi crystalline wafers consist of different crystalline
domains with different crystal orientation. This technology has low production cost that
makes it competitive to the mono crystalline wafer systems.
The crystalline Si systems have reached very mature level. The cost of these systems is
becoming more and more competitive. However, thin film based technologies are still a
strong alternative to the bulk crystalline technologies because of cot and production
advantages.
1.3.2.

a-Si Thin Film Photovoltaic Technology

Thin film silicon solar cells fabricated on glass or flexible substrates has been an important
alternative to other technologies due to the cost and production advantages. They can be
produced in an integrated way, meaning that all production steps can be done in a single
2
line in the same facility. The size can be very large. Up to 5.7 m modules have been
produced in recent years. Although the initial investment is high, the cost of these systems
can be low compared to crystalline solar cells. The major disadvantage is however, the low
efficiency in these systems. The low efficiency is partly due to the low material quality and
partly due to the low material thickness that lowers the light absorption. In these systems, a
p-i-n structure is used instead of a single p-n junction that is used in the crystalline solar
cells.
1.3.3.

Thin Film Crystalline Solar Cells

One obvious method to improve the material quality of the a-Si thin film system is to
crystallize the a-Si thin film used in the cell. To replace the a-Si active layer with the
crystalline, many research groups and commercial companies have carried our research
projects and activities. The electrical parameters of the thin film such as resistivity, electron
mobility are improved with the crystallization. Crystalline Si thin film is the main topics of this
study. The problems related to the fabrication of high quality thin films are the most
important issue to be investigated
Although, many successful device realizations have been reported recently, the efficiency of
the solar cells produced with the thin film crystalline Si has been low (around 10%). Once
high efficiency values (like 15) have been achieved, this technology will have significant
impact on the present PV industry. For this purpose, new approaches and technology
improvements are necessary for the next generation crystalline Si solar cells.
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1.3.4.

CIS and CIGS Solar Cells

Like a-Si solar cells, thin film photovoltaic devices based on other technologies have been
developed. CIS (Copper Indium Selenide) and CIGS (Copper Indium Gallium Selenide) solar
cells are another class of thin film solar cells which have attracted a lot of attention both
academically and commercially. Today the highest efficiency thin film solar cells in the
market are CIGS solar cells. Having a direct band gap, CIGS has a high absorption
coefficient than other system. In addition, since CIGS solar cells can be deposited on flexible
substrates, leading to new application areas in the PV technologies.
1.3.5.

CdTe Thin film Solar Cells

Another thin film system is based CdTe material. Low cost and high solar absorption with 1.5
eV bandgap makes it a popular for commercial applications in the world market. Today, the
production volume of CdTe solar cells reached very high values. CdTe solar cells consist of
CdTe substrate and CdS emitter layer to create p-n junction.
1.3.6.

Dye Sensitized Solar Cells (DSSC)

Dye Sensitized Solar Cell consists of combination of dye molecules with a wide band gap
material like TiO2. With very easy production method and low costs, DSSC has been
studied very intensively in recent years. It is possible to make them semi-transparent and
colorful. So, DSSC technology can find applications in applications with esthetic properties.
Reasonably high efficiency values (up to 11%) have been demonstrated. These advantages
have led to commercialization. One of the drawbacks of his technology is the use of liquid
material and the need for a good sealing. These properties are not desirable for a product
which is expected to be durable for 25 years.
1.3.7.

Organic Solar Cells

In organic solar cells, polymers are used to convert the solar radiation in to electricity.
Although they have problems like light induced degradation, it is a promising technology for
the future of photovoltaic industry. There are different types of organic device designs with
different polymer materials. Main problem about organic solar cells are low quantum
efficiency and instability problems of the materials.

1.4. Principles of PV solar cell
In a PV solar cells, semiconductor materials are used to generate electron and hole flow. A
photon gives its energy to a valance electron and excites it to upper level while leaving
behind a lack of an electron that is known as a hole. A semiconductor having more electrons
are called n-type semiconductor, while the one with more holes is called a p-type
semiconductor. If an n-type and p-type semiconductor is connected to each other, a p-n
junction is formed. A p-n junction is the basic device structure in today’s microelectronics
and solar cell industry. Schematics of a p-n junction, the electric field, electric potential and
charge distributions are given in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2 Cross section of a p-n junction device, charge distribution, electric field, electric
potential

A regular p-n junction under dark condition works according to the ordinary diode equation;
(1.1)
where I is the current flowing through the device under the applied bias V. I0 is the dark
saturation current, q is the electric charge, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute
temperature. Under dark, when the voltage is applied as forward bias the barrier between n
and p type region is reduced and the majority carriers (electrons) in n type start to diffuse to
p type region and holes flow to the opposite side. However there are minority carriers in both
regions. Minority carriers can be excited by any extra energy like heat, light and it is
independent from the applied bias. In a conventional p-n junction diode the dark saturation
current is explained by minority carriers which move to opposite direction with respect to
majority carriers. When the diode is illuminated, the number of minority carriers increases
and the electric field at the junction passes the minority carriers to the other side. When this
contribution is added, the equation 1.1 becomes;
(1.2)

where IL is the contribution of illumination, in other words the current generation by the light.
Schematically the dark and illuminated diode is given in Figure 1.3 Characteristics of a p-n
junction under dark (a) and illuminated (b) conditionsFigure 1.3 .
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Figure 1.3 Characteristics of a p-n junction under dark (a) and illuminated (b) conditions

In solar cell operation, technically the fourth quadrant of illuminated diode is used and for
simplicity it is represented by the mirrored version which is given in Figure 1.4. Below the
most important parameters are described;

Figure 1.4 Standard I-V curves with Isc, Voc and power terms

Short-Circuit Current (Isc); The short circuit current is the current value measured when the
voltage across the junction is zero. It is determined by the light generated electrons and
holes. It is a measure of how much current can be collected from a solar cell when there is
no load in the circuit. In an ideal solar cell the short circuit current is equal to the collected
current. Short circuit current is affected by the amount of generated minority carriers. The
light and material interaction has an important role in current generation, so, reflection,
absorption and photon flux are the distinctive parameters.
Open-Circuit Voltage (Voc); The voltage measured when
is called Open-Circuit
Voltage (VOC). There is a correspondence between open-circuit voltage value and the short
circuit voltage. The expression giving this correspondence is give below.
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(1.3)

Open-circuit voltage would not expect to have large variations for a given material system
because it is determined by the band gap and built in potential of the junction.
Fill Factor (FF); The short-circuit current is an extreme value for the amount of current that
can be generated in a solar cell. The maximum power that can be generated by a solar cell
is found by plotting I vs. V as shown in Figure 1.4. The maximum of this curve is not located
at
, it is at some point closer to Voc.

Figure 1.5 Fill Factor (FF) trough the I-V curve

The Fill Factor (FF) is defined as the ratio of the maximum power from the solar cell to the
product of Voc and Isc. It can be also seen as a measure of the squareness of the IV curve.
FF is given as a percentage value and is a measure of the ideality of a solar cell.
The FF can be calculated from the maximum power point where the derivative of the I–V
curve is zero,
(1.4)

The FF is then found from the relation given below [13]
(1.5)

The maximum power that can be extracted from a solar cell is then given as
(1.6)
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Efficiency (ɳ ); Literally, efficiency is one of the most used and important parameter to make
comparisons between the performances of the solar cells. In all solar cell systems the ratio
of the output power to input power is defined as the efficiency
(1.7)

The efficiency of the solar cell depends on environmental conditions such as the medium
temperature, the intensity of incoming light and incident sunlight‘s spectrum.
It is obvious that for all realistic systems there is no ideal solar cell with 100% efficiency. This
is due to the limits in the energy conversion.
There exist two major limitations in the energy conversion: Thermodynamic Limit, and
Bandgap-Sunlight Spectrum Limit. The latter one is due to the use of single band gap
material in the solar cells system.
Thermodynamic Limit; Generation of electricity can be assumed to be a Carnot process
whose efficiency is given as
(1.8)

It is important to know that, this value is an absolute upper limit. However, the
thermodynamic limit is reduced towards 85 % because of unavoidable losses of entropy.
This value is valid only the limitation due to the band gap is not present, i.e., valid only there
is an infinite stack of p- n junctions with all possible bandgap values.
Bandgap-Sunlight Spectrum Limit; A semiconductor can convert photons to an electrical
current only when the photon energy exceeds the band gap of the semiconductor.
Otherwise, photons are not absorbed by the semiconductor. On the other hand, a single
photon can generate only one electron–hole pair no matter how high its energy is. The
excess energy that a photon might be carrying is lost as heat in the semiconductor. So, both
in the ultraviolet and infrared parts of the spectrum, significant amount of energy is lost due
to this limitation in a single band gap solar cell. In order to remove this limitation,
multijunction solar cells have been developed and produced. Currently, triple junction GaAs
solar cells have reached record efficiency value exceeding 44%.
When we add all limitation effects, we reach an absolute efficiency value for a single junction
solar cell. This limit as a function of the band gap of the material for various sun radiations is
shown in Figure 1.6. We see that the maximum efficiency does not exceed 30% for all
material systems. It can be seen that both crystalline and amorphous silicon are not at the
maximum but relatively close to it.
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Figure 1.6 Various semi-conductors bandgap overlap with solar spectrum for AM0 and
AM1.5 [13]

1.5. Solar Radiation
As a black body having a surface temperature of 6000 K, the sun generate enormous
amount of energy continuously. The power generated on the surface of the sun is 63
MW/m². The solar radiation reaching just outside of the earth’s atmosphere is about 1300
2
W/m . The effects of the absorption in the atmosphere are seen in Figure 1.7. We see that
several absorption bands exist in the solar spectrum reaching the surface of the earth.
These bands are due to the absorption mostly by CO2 and H2O in the atmosphere.

Figure 1.7 Definitions of the AM0, AM1.5 and many others from the National Department of
Energy [15]
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Definition of AM1.5; We need some standards for the evaluation of the cells and the
worldwide testing of a solar cell is done with respect to Air Mass concept. Air Mass is the
measure of absorbed light while passing through the atmosphere. Air Mass 0 states the
2
power just on the outer surface of atmosphere which corresponds to 1353 W/m and when
the light enters the atmosphere the power of light decreases according to the optical path
that it takes. Air mass 1 represents the power on the sea level when the sun is just ahead.
Solar cells are mostly measured according to the accepted value of Air Mass 1.5 which
corresponds to the power on the sea level when the sun has an angle of 48.2 with respect to
Air Mass 1 condition [16]. This optical path length results in a power of approximately 1000
2
W/m Simply Air mass is calculated by the equation;
(1.9)
where θ represents the angle of sun.

1.6. Organization of The Thesis
This thesis is organized as 4 chapters. In Chapter 1, we present an introduction the solar
energy and photovoltaic solar cells. Chapter 2 introduces thin film crystalline Si for solar cell
application through global research and techniques. Chapter 3 explains the fabrication
process and the used measurement techniques. At last, in Chapter 4 it is discussed the
results and fulfill this study aims.
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CHAPTER 2

THIN FILM CRYSTALLINE Si FOR SOLAR CELL APPLICATIONS

2.1. Introduction to Thin Film Modules
Most of nowadays photovoltaic (PV) modules are produced by crystalline silicon (c-Si) based
cells. The market share of the c-Si technology exceeds 85% [17].There are many reasons
for the dominance of c-Si cells in current market.
One of the main reasons is the high module efficiency which stands in 15–19% range.
Another reason is that c-Si solar cells are robust and produced by reliable fabrication
processes. Additionally, they have an excellent long-term stability which could reach more
than 25 years. Also, the raw material is abundant and nontoxic. It should also be noted that
Si technology has been developed through extensive research and development efforts in
the integrated circuit (IC) industry. So, knowledge and methodology have already been
accumulated to a great extend.
However, the major problem has been the silicon wafers cost. Almost 50% of the cost of a
standard PV module using mono and multi-crystalline Si wafers is due to the cost of the Si
wafer. If the aim is to reach values below 1$/W p for a competitive PV industry, one should
reduce the cost of the used material. In this direction, the most promising approach is to use
thin-film technologies in which less raw material are used. Generally, thin film concepts are
considered second generation photovoltaics [18].They are usually fabricated on glass
substrates. It is also possible to make them on stainless steel and flexible substrates. Today,
they hold about 10% of the total PV market. However, the low material cost is balanced with
a low efficiency in these systems. The efficiency of a-Si based solar cells is around 10%
which is almost half of the c-Si solar cells.
The dilemma of low efficiency-high material cost can be overcome with another approach
which combines the advantages of c-Si and a-Si thin film technologies. In this case, if
crystalline Si can be fabricated as a thin film on an inexpensive substrate like glass or
stainless steel, high efficiency and low cost could be obtained in the same system. Recently,
there has been significant amount of effort have been devoted to obtain thin crystalline Si
film on glass substrate [19]-24]. In most of these studies, an a-Si thin film is first deposited
on glass and then crystallized using a thermal treatment. Different approaches have been
employed to obtain best material as device properties.
The most important problem in this process is the limitation of process temperatures. For the
case of standard glass, it has strain points at about 600°C that restricts all process
comparatively to low margins. One needs to achieve the crystallization at a temperature
equal to or lower than 600 °C.
Thin film crystalline Si has partly been used in the microcrystalline silicon (µc-Si) modules. In
this case µc-Si obtained even below 200 °C which leads to the efficiencies to above 10 %
[25]. As an example, tandem modules with two p-i-n junction based onµc-Si:H/a-Si:H cells
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approaches an initial efficiencies of 13.5 % [25]. µc-Si is obtained during the deposition of Si
thin film by PECVD. The crystallization is highly dependent of the hydrogen amount in the
gas, and the film thickness. The structure of the film produced by a PECDVD is
schematically shown in Figure 2.1. We see that crystallization is initiated only after certain
thickness is reached for a certain amount of hydrogen gas in the plasma.

Time
Figure 2.1 Structure of a-Si thin film through Solid-Phase Crystallization [26]

However, with small crystalline grains, µc-Si thin films are not true crystalline Si with high
electrical quality. One should obtain large crystalline grains to reach the electrical properties
of crystalline Si. For this purpose, we need to develop new crystallization procedures.
Grained size exceeding the film thickness is essential to reach the required material
properties. It has been shown that, large grain sizes can be achieved using so called Solid
Phase Crystallization (SPC). However, as mentioned above, one needs a heat treatment at
600°C or above at which the low cost glass substrates start to soften. In order to overcome
this problem and lower the crystallization temperatures, new crystallization techniques have
been investigated. One of the promising approaches is to employ Metal Induced
Crystallization (MIC) in which metals are brought to be in contact with amorphous silicon. In
this case, metals act as catalyst and induce the crystallization at a lower temperature.
However, the price that we pay for this low temperature crystallization is the high
recombination rates in the solar cells.
In this chapter we summarize the basic features of the thin film crystalline Si.

2.2. Fabrication of Thin Crystalline Si Film
There are various techniques to be employed to fabricate thin crystalline Si film on a
substrate on glass. Each technique has advantage and disadvantages. Chemical Vapor
Deposition (CVD) technique is efficient but expensive and limited. Sputtering is a low
temperature technique but produces low quality material. At last, fabrication by E-beam
evaporation would be employed which is the main technique used in this study. E beam
evaporation is a low cost and highly efficient technique for the thin film production.
2.2.1.

Fabrication by Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)

Deposition of silicon by CVD is a costly and complex method. In this deposition technique, a
precursor and dilutant gas are used to induce a chemical reaction that leads to the
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deposition of Si thin film on a substrate. In conventional CVDs, high temperatures (higher
than 900 °C) are needed to induce the chemical reactions. In the case of Plasma Enhanced
Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) the chemical decomposition is achieved by an
electromagnetic agitation applied externally. In this case, the reaction takes place at low
temperatures.
There are different types of CVD systems for thin film depositions. Some of them are shortly
described below.
Atmospheric pressure CVD (APCVD) is based on mass transport controlled system, which
allows access of gases to the substrate surfaces with a low packing density configuration. In
case of low pressure CVD (LPCVD) deposition, the dominant regime is kinetically controlled.
It allows high packing density. However, deposition rates are generally lower for the LPCVD
systems.. The crystallinity degree obtained with LPCVD depends critically on the
temperature. A complete crystalline film could achievable at around 580~620°C. It is obvious
below this temperature range may result as partly crystalline or amorphous Si films [27],[28].
In the case of LPCVD, pressures change in the range 1~100 Pa. In comparison of
deposition rates, LPCVD act just one order of magnitude lower at similar temperatures.
Rapid thermal CVD (RTCVD) is another type of CVD which has been established at
Fraunhofer ISE with employing an optically-heated APCVD system [29]. As Carrier, a
special quartz wafer is employed which hold two layers of wafers on it.
Large grain sizes make LPCVD as a suitable technique to thin film silicon deposition on
foreign substrates [16]. Also, it is able to coat large substrates [30],[31].In comparison of
poly-Si product of LPCVD with poly-Si formed at low temperatures by plasma enhanced
CVD (PECVD)and RF sputtering, the Hall mobility results higher while strain inside grains is
lower [30]. Of course, handling a large amount of substrates with keeping uniformity, even
capability of in-situ doping and reasonably low level of surface damage make LPCVD
advantageous than PECVD or sputtering techniques [31].
PECVD has several advantages) [32]. The plasma activation increases the rate of
deposition even at low temperatures. Hereby, chemical bonds breaking energy is provided
by the plasma, which allows deposition at temperatures as low as 200~300°C.
Systematically, dissociation of the gas molecules is accomplished by high energy electrons
in the plasma which make the chemical reaction accelerated. Additionally, positive ions from
the plasma bombardment the substrate surface which may change the surface chemistry
which might affect the product’s structure and growth rate [33].
In PECVDs, substrates are either downstream or within the plasma which restricts the
number of products in a simultaneous process. PECVD may help out with in-situ
hydrogenization which includes hydrogen content about 10% of atomic amount [31]. Low
hydrogen content is so useful which suppress spontaneous nucleation during deposition.
Therefore, temperatures of about 500C are used to avoid bubble creation on substrate [31].
One of the common techniques is Hot-Wire CVD (HWCVD) technique, in which source
gases such as SiH4 and H2 are pyrolytically decomposed on filament catalyser. This is
achieved by heating the gas stream up to 1300 ~ 2000 °C at a location state several
centimeters from the surface of the substrates. Adding a mixture of B2H6 or PH3 into the
source gas could do the doping process [34].Generally, HWCVD technique would be known
as a simple and low cost procedure[34][35]. It demonstrates single step fabrication for polySi [35] and reasonable deposition rates with achievable good doping control [36][38].
Superposition of precursors is the critical point which if it is optimized the large area
deposition may be achievable by a multiple lament equipped system [37].
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2.2.2.

Fabrication by Sputtering

Sputtering is a simple technique which employs highly energetic ions that eject atoms from a
target. Ejected atoms from the target are then deposited on a substrate. This technique is
based on the momentum transfer between the energetic ions and source atoms. The
-6
-7
sputtering is done in a vacuum chamber which is evacuated to about 10 ~ 10 Torr. Ar
atoms ionized by a high voltage arc method are accelerated towards the negatively biased
target. These accelerated ions hit the target and as a result sputter the source atoms. The
sputtered atoms form a thin film on substrate and surroundings. (Figure 2.2)

Figure 2.2 (a) Schematic view of sputtering process and (b) Sputter deposition chamber

2.2.3.

Fabrication by e-beam Evaporation

In this thesis study, we have used e-beam evaporation technique to produce thin a-Si films
on glass substrates. A more detailed description of this technique is given in the next
chapter. In this section, a comparison of e-beam evaporation technique with other popular
thin film deposition methods is provided and shown in Table 2.1 (partially referred to Ref.
[Ohring2001]). Thee-beam evaporation has higher deposition rates and lower impurity levels
in comparison with thermal evaporation. The higher source temperature of the e-beam
evaporation yields higher deposition rates. In thermal evaporation systems, the crucible itself
heats up and may let impurities to diffuse into the deposited thin film.

Table 2.1 A comparison of popular thin film deposition technologies
Deposition
method

Deposition
rate (nm/min)

Impurity
level

Uniformity

Film
density

Directionality

Cost

Thermal
evaporation

5 – 100

High

Poor

Low

High

Low

E-beam
evaporation

50 – 1k

Low

Poor

Low

High

Medium

Sputtering

< ~ 150

Medium

Good

High

Low

Medium

PECVD

< 60

Very Low

Good

High

Low

High
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The e-beam evaporation is a clean and non toxic process. In all CVD based systems toxic or
flammable gases (SiH4 and B2H5, PH3) are used for film deposition and doping. It does not
suffer from the ion damage problem which is one of the major problems in the sputtering
systems. The e-beam evaporation system presents also the following advantages: (1) it
provides uniformity on large substrate areas; (2) it has high directionality; (3) it has high
deposition rate.
The major disadvantages of the e-beam evaporation technique are: stoichiometrical
difference between the source material and the deposited film if a compound evaporant is
used, and (4) low adatom mobility.

2.3. Thin Film Solar Cell (p-i-n)
2.3.1.

a-Si and μc-Si:H based thin film solar cells

In this section we describe the thin film solar cells made of a-Si or c-Si thin films. In these
applications, a p-i-n structure shown in Figure 2.3 is commonly used. The use of p-i-n diode
instead of a single p-n junction is due to the increased absorption in the relatively thick
intrinsic layer sandwiched between p and n layer.
Amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) work is a low cost material which is easily produced by one of
the techniques described above. Due to its direct band gap structure, it has high absorption
coefficient. For this reason, a-Si:H with 500nm of thickness is enough to construct a solar
cell, because it has higher absorption coefficient than c-Si. It can be fabricated on any
substrates like glass, metals or flexible materials. A single junction a-Si:H p-i-n module could
reach to 9.5% efficiency [39]. This low production cost would attract market by its
providence.

Figure 2.3 (a) Single junction amorphous and micromorph solar cell, (b) Spectral response
of micromorph solar cell [40]

The efficiency improvement has been achieved using more than one junction which is called
tandem solar cell. This concept comes true by making absorption from a wider solar
spectrum. It consists of at least two type of p-i-n structures stacked on each other (Figure
2.3.a). Hereby, an a-Si:H p-i-n structure is placed on microcrystalline silicon (μc-Si:H) p-i-n.
Two cells are complementary with two different band gap values of 1.7 eV for a-Si and 1.12
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eV for μc-Si:H, which provides sensitivity to corresponding portions of the solar spectrum.
The a-Si:H cell harvest higher energy photons and let lower energy photons reach
underlying μc-Si:H layer. This inevitably result inefficiency improvement (Figure 2.3.b).
Hence, a-Si:H harvest higher energy photons and let lower energy photons as infrared ones
to reach and absorb to μc-Si:H layer. The cell efficiency values are recently recorded to be
11.9% [41].
2.3.2.

Thin Film Crystalline Si Solar Cell

As explained in the next chapter, the use of crystalline Si in thin film solar cell would improve
electrical properties of the thin film. This is because of increased life time, increased carrier
mobility, and higher conductivity in the film. These improvements are expected to result in
higher efficiency in the solar cell. A typical crystalline Si thin film solar cell is schematically
shown in Figure 2.4. Here, all layers of the cell are made of poly crystalline Si fabricated by
solid phase crystallization technique.
The cell performance reported so far is still far from the desired values. The best reported
cell efficiency value is 10.4% for this type of solar cells [42]. However, the advantage of use
of crystalline Si in thin film systems is very clear and solution of the problems related to the
material properties will bring the efficiency to higher values. It is therefore highly interesting
to pursue research programs on this material system.

Figure 2.4 A typical solar cell based on thin film crystalline Si [43]

2.4. Metal Induced Crystallization
As discussed in the following chapter more specifically, high process temperatures needed
for crystallization makes it impossible or impractical to use ordinary glass substrate. We
need new approaches to reduce the process temperature and crystallization time. One of
the new techniques employed for this purpose is based on the Metal Induced Crystallization
(MIC) [44]. MIC is a low cost and simpler technique than others such as flash lamp
annealing [45] and laser annealing proposed for the fabrication of thin crystalline films on
glass at low ambient temperatures [46]. Metals like Al, Au, and Ni behave as a catalyst when
used in contact with silicon [47]. Different metal types result in different crystallization
characteristics which also depend on the annealing temperature and time [48]. It is
commonly accepted that the crystallization starts at the metal/Si interface or the growth of
crystalline structures continues by a thermal diffusion process.
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Aluminum Induced Crystallization (AIC) was introduced in 1998 by O. Nast et al [49].It is
also known as aluminum induced layer exchange process (ALILE). Literally this process
occurs as exchange of positions between aluminum and an amorphous silicon bi-layer. This
whole story begins and ends on a glass substrate. As product a smooth, continuous and
features large grains (> 10 µm) polycrystalline of silicon layer would appear [50]. This result
has a preferential (100) as orientation. Therefore, ALILE layers got as seed layer which is a
template for maintain low temperature epitaxy. The exchange process of ALILE is shown
schematically in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.5 Schematic of ALILE process. The layer stack before (left) and after (right) the
layer exchange are shown. The oxide interface layer remains in position during the process

The primary glass/Al/oxide/a-Si module (left side) is transformed to a glass/polySi/oxide/Al(+Si) mode (right side). Logically, the primary a-Si layer ought to be thicker than
the primary Al layer to get continuum of poly-Si layer production. The surplus Si got remains
within Al layer as c-Si islands. The key point of this process is to employ an interlayer of Al
and a-Si. Commonly a natural Al-oxide layer let to be formed on top of the Al layer before
the a-Si deposition. It acts as a membrane and let an exchange process which result as
crystallized silicon underneath of this occasion.
Gold (Au) Induced Crystallization (GIC) is another novel approach which is one of the topics
studied in this study. As a further improvement, we have studied the use of Au nanoparticles
instead of continuous thin film. The amount of metal and thus the metal related
contamination is reduced in this way.
As known, in the presence of a metal inclusion, the crystallization starts at lower
temperatures[51][52] which Au seems to pursue such a different path in comparison with
other metals. Prior experiments and the theory of this composite system predict that the
Au/a-Si system forms a metastable phase Au3Si phase which show up at very low
temperature of 100°C[53].The crystallization of Si is then accomplished by the
decomposition of this metastable system at relatively low temperatures. It is reported that
the crystallization temperature of Au induced hydrogenated amorphous silicon is around 500
°C [54].

2.5. Modeling of Crystallization
The reduction of the Gibbs energy force drives the crystallization process. For the
description of the kinetics of phase changes the Gibbs energy is reduced per atom
transferred from phase I (amorphous) to phase II (crystalline). But at the same time an
interface between both phases has to be formed. The formation of this interface requires
energy and thus increases the Gibbs energy of the system. While the Gibbs energy
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reduction per atom due to the phase transition is proportional to the number of atoms in the
new phase, i.e. the volume, the interface energy is proportional to the surface area of the
new phase.
The KJMA-model (Kolmogorov, Johnson, Mehl, Avrami) describe theoretically the kinetics of
phase change. The model based on the assumption of the germ nuclei existence which
leads to growth nuclei at a certain nucleation rate. The phase transition gets into a certain
growth rate. In addition, the model considers the geometrical restrictions for the growing
grains by either neighboring grains or surfaces of the system. The KJMA model fulfilled with
a characteristic functional equation. This functional equation named later as the
Kolmogorov-Johnson-Mehl-Avrami equation, because of the contributions of all four authors
(A.E. Kolmogorov [55], W.A. Johnson and R.F. Mehl [56] and M. Avrami[57][58][59]). The
time dependent fraction of the new phase RC(t) within the volume under investigation can be
written as:
(2.1)
A is a nucleation- and growth rate-dependent constant and m characterizes the experimental
conditions and dimension of the growing nuclei. The nucleation rate and radius growth rate
of the nuclei are assumed to be constant. The formation energy of a surface can be
drastically decrease by already existing surfaces. A reduction of both, critical radius and
activation energy to form a nucleus accompanied reduction of this surface energy.
This is a so effective case, thus homogenous and heterogeneous nucleations are
distinguished, without and with already existing surfaces, respectively. The most probable
heterogeneous nucleation sites complement to the germ nuclei of the KJMA-model. In
Figure 2.6 RC is plotted versus time t. Here, RC = 0 coincides to the initial phase before the
process starts and RC = 1 designates the transformation of the entire volume. As the first
nucleation passed, the new phase fraction RC increases superlinearly because new growth
nuclei are formed and the transformed volume increases with larger grains due to the
constant radius growth velocity. Growth limited with the slope of RC decreases which means
neighboring growth nuclei collide and the nucleation ends. The KJMA model [60] and the
theory of nucleation and growth during phase separation are still state of discussion [61].

Figure 2.6 Diagram of the Kolmogorov-Johnson-Mehl-Avrami equation. The fraction RC of
the new phase is plotted as a function of time [62]
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES FOR FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
OF CRYSTALLINE Si THIN FILMS

In this chapter we summarize the experimental procedures for the production of Si thin films
fabricated by e-beam evaporation. We describe technical details and working principles of ebeam evaporation system equipped with effusion cells for doping, and the principles of test
and measurement systems used for the characterization of the deposited films.

3.1. Electron Beam Evaporator System with Effusion Cells
In an electron beam evaporation system, the target material (Si pieces in crucible) is heated
by an electron beam created by a filament source. The electron beam is accelerated and
focused on to the target material with an electromagnetic field created by a static magnet
and an electrostatic electric field generator. This setup is schematically shown in Figure 3.1.
The evaporation process should be carried out in a vacuum chamber with a high vacuum
-6
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level ( 10 - 10 ).

Figure 3.1 Simple portrait of electron gone action

The e-beam evaporation system available at Center for Solar Energy Research and
Applications (GÜNAM) facility is schematically shown in Figure 3.2. This system is uniquely
designed and produced by a vacuum system manufacturer Vaksis in Turkey.
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Figure 3.2 Electron Beam Evaporator System at GÜNAM

Here, in addition to the e-beam evaporator, the system has two effusion cells for boron (B)
and phosphorous (P) doping. While doping is done using pure B source the P doping is
obtain using gallium phosphide (GaP) compound. The advantage of this system is that
effusion cells enable direct addition of dopants’ vapor to main flux of silicon beam.
Photographs of source materials used for Si evaporation, B and P doping are shown in
Figure 3.3.

(c
(b
(a
)
)
)
Figure 3.3 (a)Pure silicon pieces, (b)pure boron pieces, (c)gallium phosphide cube

Boron doping is simply accomplished by direct evaporation. In the case of P doping, the
phosphorous atoms is extracted from the sublimation of phosphorus from GaP. The
separation of parasitic Ga atoms from the GaP beam is done efficiently using a special
pyrolytic boron nitride (PBN) orifice plate system which is mounted on the top of the pyrolytic
BN crucible as shown in Figure 3.4. PBN has a good thermal conductivity, high insulation
resistance, and high dielectric strength over wide temperature range. BN orifice acts as a
powerful trap for the Ga atoms.
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Figure 3.4 Schematic illustration of the modified PBN crucible

3.2. Selection of Substrate
The substrate for thin film deposition is glass, which is low cost and appropriate for thin film
Si technology applications.During the evaporation, the substrateis places on a sample holder
located above thee-beam evaporation system.Two different glass types were selected is this
®
study. First one was the Schott thin glass type, AF32 eco which is an aluminoborosilicate
glass produced without using refining agents (arsenic and antimony), using the down-draw
technology process that enables production in very thin thicknesses between 0.1 and 1.1
mm. It is alkali-free in synthesis; however, contents of alkali oxide up to 0.2 weight
percentages are possible by contamination of the raw materials and refractory material. It is
preferred for its coefficient of thermal expansion which matchs to silicon, high temperature
resistance and high transmission that make it a perfect choice for this study aim[63].
®

Second glass type used in this study is Schott’s BOROFLOAT 33, which is a clear and
transparent colorless glass. Its excellent transmission and very weak fluorescence
®
intensities over the entire light spectrum make BOROFLOAT 33 ideal for a wide range of
optical applications such as photovoltaic technologies which employs the glass for various
®
purposes. BOROFLOAT 33, type glass has a high overall transmission for ultraviolet,
®
visible and infrared wavelengths. It has low alkali content; BOROFLOAT 33 works as a
good electric insulator [64]. The chemical composition of this glass type is shown in Figure
3.5. This amount of B and Al (alumium) may cause pollution of sample.
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®

Figure 3.5 Schott BOROFLOAT 33 chemical compositions [64]
In some cases, we used Si as substrate for calibration and characterization purposes. For
example, to trace some contaminating elements such as Al and B that can be originated
from the glass substrate, we have processed glass and Si (as reference) substrates under
identical conditions and measured the impurity content in the film. Likewise in some cases,
quartz substrate would be useful for the optimization of the crystallization.
3.2.1.

Substrate Cleaning

Cleaning is a simple but critical step for a good material output. Glass substrates used in this
study were cleaned using a series of washing and chemical processes that includes
sonication in pure aceton, isopropanol and deionized water respectively for 20 min per each.
Sometimes, glass substrates were exposed to acid/base cleaning method. In this method,
substrates were first sonicated for 20 min in 0.1 molar sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution
followed by sonicating in deionized water. In the second step, then they are cleaned in a 0.1
molar hydrochloric acid (HCl) solution washed in deionized water again. Afterwards,
substrates are dried by N2 gas flow.
For Si wafer cleaning, which was used as a reference, an additional hydrofluoric acid (HF)
etching would be beneficial for silicon oxide removal, which is an essential step before
crystallization. It is done by simply dipping of sample in 0.3 molar HF solution for 3-10
seconds.

3.3. Deposition Process of a-Si and involved Effective Parameters
The process parameters of a-Si deposition are summarized in this chapter
3.3.1.

Substrate Temperature

The system has a pair of ceramic covered heaters that are located behind the stainless steel
substrate holder. Samples could be heated up during deposition. The substrate temperature
°
can reach 200 C.
3.3.2.

Deposition Rate

The rate of deposition is an important parameter. It is controlled by the amount of e-beam
current used to heat the target material. The rate of deposition can be controlled within the
range of 1 nm/sec to 50 nm/sec. As will be presented in the next chapter, the rate of
deposition has very important consequences in the crystallization process. The electron gun
was fixed at 8.5 kV during the evaporation process. There were two process variables that
affect the deposition process: e-beam current density and the spot size. The e-beam current
can be as high as 230 mA.
3.3.3.

Effect of e-beam Spot Size (Current Density)

The properties of the evaporated films were expected to be influenced by the size of the spot
falling on the target material. In order to get the same flux, one needs to apply higher
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amount of current for the smaller spot sizes. This leads to a higher kinetic energy for the
evaporated atoms for the smaller spot sizes.

3.3.4.

Film Thickness

For p-i-n solar cell fabrication, one needs to deposit a film with total thickness of 1-2 μm.
This thickness is required for a sufficient absorption of solar radiation. This thickness can be
reached only with sufficiently high deposition rates.

3.4. Doping
Doping is a very critical process for the solar cell production. One needs to create p and n
type materials for p-i-n formation. As explained previously, effusion cells were used in this
work for B and P doping for p-type and n-type material production.
3.4.1.

Boron Effusion Cell

Effusion cells have generally a heater part, which operates with DC electrical power and
shielding parts. (Figure 3.6 (a)).

b)

a)

Figure 3.6 Systematic plot of an effusion cell a) inner Parts, b) cooling system

Generally, effusion cells are designed for efficient operation in the temperature range of 6001200°C. Due to their highly efficient heat shielding produced by tantalum (Ta) and PBN
shields, they control temperature very precisely. In addition, a cooling system surrounding
the cell unit provides good insulation between the cell and the vacuum chamber (Figure3.6
(b)).
Pure B has a melting point of 2079°C. However, under high vacuum conditions, the
sublimation starts to occur at lower temperatures. For this reason, the B effusion cell was
controlled in the temperature range of 1600-1900 °C.
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3.4.2.

Phosphorous Effusion Cell

As discussed previously, GaP was used to obtain pure P. Pure P can not be used because it
is explosive and also it has a low sublimation temperature making it difficult to control the
flux. In order to extract P from GaP compound, a Ga trap was used as shown in Figure 3.4.
Temperature range for the GaP evaporation was 600-800°C.
3.5. Crystallization by Solid-Phase Crystallization (SPC)
Solid-phase crystallization (SPC) is a simple technique to fabricate crystalline thin film from
amorphous phase.
3.5.1.

SPC by Annealing in Standard Furnace

In standard furnaces, there is a tube which is heated up by resistive coils. For passivation of
the annealing environment a high purity nitrogen gas is flowed through the system
(Figure3.7).

Figure 3.7 Scheme of standard furnace with temperature gradient

The temperature of the furnace can be set to desired value. The sample is placed in a quartz
boat that is loaded into the tube furnace. The loading time and the annealing duration can be
manually adjusted.
3.5.2.

SPC by Rapid Temperature Annealing (RTA)

This type of furnace can be rapidly heated to the desired temperature using high power
halogen lamps, as seen in Figure 3.8. The temperature of the sample can be increased up
o
to 1100 C in a few seconds. For this rapid heating process, the chamber size is usually
made small compared to the conventional furnaces.
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Figure 3.8 Schematics of a RTA furnace

3.6. Metal Induced Crystallization (MIC)
Metal-induced crystallization (MIC) is a new technique to fabricate crystalline Si on glass
substrates. In this technique, the temperature of the crystallization can be lower than those
for the SPC technique.
3.6.1.

Metal Coating Process for Metal Induced Studies

For the process of MIC, one needs to create a thin metal film on the substrate. This metal
film can either be used directly or converted to nanoparticles. The a-Si thin film is then
evaporated on the metal films for MIC process.
A thermal evaporation system employed for metal coating which shown in Figure 3.9. In this
system, the metal pieces placed in a boat which is heated up by passing a high current
-4
through the boat. This process fulfill in a chamber with 10 vacuum level and in room
temperature.

Figure 3.9 Schematics of the thermal evaporator
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3.6.2.

Metal Induced Crystallization by Au Nanoparticles (AuNPs)

As a substrate, AF 32 Schott glasses with a thickness of 1.1 mm were used. 400 nm of
Aluminum doped zinc oxide (AZO) was coated by sputtering technique. For nanoparticle
formation, firstly a gold (Au) film with 15 nm was deposited onto AZO film by e-beam method
and then the samples were annealed at different temperatures in a classical furnace under
N2 atmosphere. Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) were imaged by Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM). After nanoparticle formation, 1 μm thickness of a-Si was deposited by e-beam at a
deposition rate of 1 Å/s. During the silicon deposition the substrate temperature (Ts) was
-7
kept at 200 °C and the pressure of the vacuum chamber was 5x10 torr. The samples were
annealed between 500 °C and 600 °C in N2 atmosphere for crystallization process. The
simple schematic of the fabrication process is shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10 Simple schematic of AuNPs induced a-Si crystallization process

3.7. Fabrication of Metal Contacts for Electrical Measurements
Metal contacts for electrical measurements were deposited using a thermal evaporator. In
some cases, screen printing technique was used for metal contact formation. The shapes of
the metal contacts were defined using shadow masks that were fabricated copper (Cu)
sheets as shown in Figure 3.11. For contact to n-type materials silver (Ag) is used, while Al
is used for contact to p-type materials.

a)

b)

Figure 3.11 Shadow masks for a)I-V measurements b)Hall effect measurements by van der
Pauw technique
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3.8. Characterization and Measurement Techniques
In this part of the thesis, we summarize the characterization and measurement techniques.
The backgrounds of some optical, electrical and structural measurement methods are briefly
given.
3.8.1.

I-V Measurements (current vs. voltage)

The electrical properties of the deposited films are crucial for the device operation.
Resistivity of the film is the most significant parameter in this manner and it is obtained by
measuring the resistance from the surface using a simple configuration as shown in Figure
3.12 below.

Figure 3.12 Schematics for I-V measurements

By measuring a simple I-V characteristics and using the Ohm’s law,
, we obtain the
resistance between two electrode. The resistivity is then calculated from the formula,
(3.1)

where ρ is the resistivity, R is the calculated resistance, A is the thickness of the film and l is
the spacing between the metal contacts.
For I-V measurements a Keithley 2400 Sourcemeter system controlled with Lab View
interface was used. The illuminated behavior of the samples was investigated using an Oriel
AM1.5G solar simulator available at GÜNAM facility.
3.8.2.

Hall Effect Measurements

In semiconductor technology, Hall Effect measurements are commonly used for the
determination of carrier mobility, carrier type and concentration. These parameters help us
reveal the doping and other impurity effects. In principle, when a current is passed along a
sample, the carriers (electrons and holes) are collected at the other two edges in the
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presence of a magnetic field which is perpendicular to the current direction. The applied
magnetic field generates a voltage across the direction perpendicular to the current direction
as a result of the magnetic force acting on the flowing charges. This voltage is called Hall
voltage (VH). The representation of the Hall Effect system is given in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13 Hall Effect Measurement System (for an assumed n-type semiconductor)

In figure 3.13, constant current I (flows along x-axis) in the presence of magnetic field B (zaxis) causes Lorentz force F (y-axis). This causes electron paths to bend towards negative
y-axis. Hereby, charge builds up on the surface of the side of sample, and the potential drop
across the two sides of the sample is known as the Hall voltage (VH).
The Hall voltage (VH) can be written as:
(3.2)

The Hall Resistance or Hall Coeficient, (RH) is often defined:
(3.3)

Then, the hall mobility (μ) can be determined as:
(3.4)

For the determination of carrier mobility, measurement begins with forcing both a current
perpendicular to the sample and a magnetic field through the product. The Hall voltage (V H)
is then determined. The sample thickness (t) and its resistivity (ρ) are also effective. The
resistivity is measured using the same geometry. In this work, so-called van der Pauw
sample geometry was used. The resistivity could calculate by Ohm’s law. The contact
configuration for the mobility and resistivity measurements used in this work are shown in
Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14 Hall Effect voltage vs. van der Pauw resistance measurement configurations.

All the measurements are fulfilled in Atılım Uni. by Lake Shore 7507 Hall Effect
measurements system which used to measure the transport resistivity and Hall parameters
system.
3.8.3.

Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy

In SIMS (Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry) analysis, highly energetic primary ions
bombard the solid surface. The energy of the primary ion is transported to surface atoms via
atomic collisions. As a result of momentum transfer the surface atoms are sputtered away. A
simple representation of SIMS analysis is shown in Figure 3.15.Some part of the energy is
transferred back to the surface to achieve the surface binding energy. The interaction of the
collision cascade with surface molecules is enough to excite even big and non-volatile
molecules with masses up to 10,000 u to sputter out without or with little fragmentation.

Figure 3.15 Representation of SIMS experiment. Primary beam removes substrate atoms
from the surface.
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Most of the emitted particles are neutral in charge. However, a small proportion of the
charges are positively or negatively charged. The subsequent mass analysis of the emitted
ions gives information about the elemental and molecular composition of the surface or even
depth profile depending on the sputtering time. All the SIMS measurements were carried out
at the Central Lab of METU by ION-TOF ToF-SIMS 5 system. The schematics of this system
is shown in Figure 3.16. This system is composed of an ion gun and a mass spectrometer
that anaylzes the ions sputtered from the surface.

Figure 3.16 Systematics of the ToF-SIMS systems of METU Central Laboratory [65]

3.8.4.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

In this study SEM is mostly used to image the metal nanoparticles formation. In a
conventional SEM system, the energetic electrons are created by an electron gun which can
be a field emission or tungsten gun. The electron beam is accelerated by a high voltage on
the order of kV to reach the desired energy and passes through a system of apertures and
electromagnetic lenses before reaching the sample. The beam is scanned on the surface of
the sample, and, secondary electrons emitted from the sample surface are collected by a
detector for imaging purposes. All SEM measurements were carried out in the Central Lab of
METU by QUANTA 400F Field Emission SEM system.
3.8.5.

Raman Spectroscopy

Inelastic scattering of a monochromatic light establishes the bases of Raman spectroscopy.
Best monochromatic light can be accessible by a laser source. In inelastic scattering, the
frequency of monochromatic light is changed through the interaction with the sample. In fact,
photons are absorbed once by the sample then reemitted. By originating the original
monochromatic frequency of used laser, shifting up and down of the reemitted photons,
frequency is monitored. This is named as the Raman Effect. These shifts provide information
about vibrational, rotational and other low frequency transitions in molecules. If some part of
the energy of the incoming photon is absorbed then it is released with lower frequency with
respect to the original state. This is called Stokes frequency. However if the frequency of the
reflected photon is increased due to the readily available energy in vibrational states, then
this is called Anti-Stokes frequency. If there is no change in frequency between the incoming
and reflected photons, this is called Rayleigh scattering which stands for most of the
photons. Figure 3.17 simply shows the three situations.
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In this study, a confocal micro-Raman, HR800 Jobin Yvon was employed at GÜNAM
Measurement Laboratory. This system includes attachments of an Olympus microanalysis
-1
system and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera providing a resolution of 1 cm . The
spectra were carried out in backscattering geometry with He-Ne laser’s 632.8 nm line at
room temperature. Since, all cases measured at the same detailed conditions, all results and
Raman peaks are comparable.

Figure 3.17 Shift up and down in Raman Spectra [66]

3.8.6.

X-Ray Diffraction Measurement (XRD)

X-ray diffraction is capable of giving information about the atomic arrangement in solids. In
diffraction case, an X-ray wave is reflected from regularly spaced atomic planes. The beam
reflected from different atomic planes form destructive and constructive diffraction patterns
which are used to extract the information about the distance between the atomic planes. The
schematic of X-ray diffraction experiment is shown in Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18 Schematics of the X-Ray Diffraction experiment

The well known diffraction condition is given by the expression
(3.5)
where n stands for an integer number, θ shows the angle and d is the interatomic spacing.
All the XRD measurements were made by Mini Rigaku X-Ray diffractometer at GÜNAM
Measurement Lab.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, we present the results of our studies on crystallization and doping of thin
films by e-beam evaporation. As described in the previous chapters, fabrication of thin film
crystalline Si on glass substrate might lead to revolutionary developments in the cost of solar
energy. The crystallinity of Si improves the electronic transport, and carrier life-time for an
efficient charge collection. In order to reach this aim, various approaches have been
implemented in different laboratories. Most of these studies focus on the low temperature
crystallization of Si on ordinary glass substrates. Low temperature is necessary because the
glass softens at about 600 °C and any crystallization attempt should use temperatures below
this value. Unfortunately, Si does not crystallize at temperatures below 600 °C. Solution of
this dilemma will create a significant contribution to the developments in the thin film
crystalline research. In this chapter, we present two approaches: one is the control of the
crystallization by evaporation rate; the second approach is metal induced crystallization by
metal nanoparticles. Both of these approaches aim to lower the crystallization temperature
without lowering the crystal quality.

4.1. Crystallization of a-Si Thin Films Prepared by e-beam Evaporation
Crystallization of a-Si deposited by evaporation or other techniques on glass substrates can
be induced by SPC process, which has been commonly used in many laboratories for the
fabrication of solar cells [50]. However, it is know that crystallization of Si takes place at
around 600 °C, which is critical for the use of ordinary glass. Many research groups have
used prolonged annealing up to 30 hours to obtain the crystal formation at this critical
temperature [50].
In order to overcome the temperature problem, crystallization with the help of metal catalysts
has been investigated. In this approach, very low level crystallization could be obtained at
very low temperatures. Below, we give our results both on SPC and metal induced
crystallization. We also discuss the effect of ZnO substrate on the crystallization.
4.1.1.

Solid-Phase Crystallization (SPC)

The SPC technique relies on the nucleation of crystallization in the bulk of a-Si and grain
growth on this crystal sites by a diffusion process. Models on the crystallization have been
discussed in Chapter 2.
Figure 4.1 shows the Raman spectra for a-Si film annealed at 750 °C for different annealing
durations up to 15 h. We clearly see the transition from the amorphous to crystalline phase.
-1
The as-deposited sample exhibits a broad peak at 490 cm , which is the typically observed
from a-Si.
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(a.u)

®

Figure 4.1 Study of a-Si model sample [500 nm thick, 10 A/s deposited on AF32 eco glass
substrate at 200 °C] annealed at 750 °C in different time whiles

Although some shift to higher wave numbers are seen, no significant variation is observed in
the shape of the a-Si peak for the annealing durations up to 10 h. The overall crystallinity of
the film can be determined from the Raman peaks through the analysis of the peaks
corresponding to deconvolution of crystalline peaks from the amorphous ones. For this
-1
purpose, different signals comprising the observed main peak at 523 cm should be
resolved by a deconvolution process. We used the software program called Peak Fit to
obtain the peaks shown in Figure 4.1. Following this deconvolution process, the amount of
crystallization can be calculated by the following expression [67]
(4.1)

where Ia, Ii and Ic are the integrated Raman intensities corresponding to the amorphous
phase, intermediate phase and the crystalline phase, respectively.
The amount of crystallization is plotted against the annealing time in Figure 4.2. It seems
that the rate of crystallization increase after some time. This is clearly related to the onset of
crystal nucleation in the amorphous matrix. Once the nucleation starts the crystal grains
grow more rapidly. This is in agreement with the previous studies on the crystallization
process.
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Figure 4.2 Crystallinity changes vs. annealing time

4.1.1.1. Effect of evaporation rate on the crystallinity
It is known that the crystallization process starts with nucleation and continues with a growth
on the nucleated sites by a diffusion process. It is highly dependent on the process
temperature and the time. We can then expect a dependence on the evaporation rate
especially when the substrate is heated. In this case, some nucleation at the nanoscale can
be initiated even during the growth if the atoms are given sufficient time to diffuse. So we
might expect a higher crystallinity for the lower evaporation rates. We have carried out a
series of experiments to investigate this dependence. Table 4.1 shows the samples
prepared at different rates and processed under different experimental conditions. Note that
we used RTA in this case.

Table 4.1 Naming the sample through conditions on deposition rate, thickness and RTA
temperature
Sample
name
1
2
3
4
11
21
31
41
51
61
13
23
53
63

Dep.
Rate (A/s)
20
5
20
5
20
5
20
5
1
50
20
5
1
50

Estimated
Thickness(nm)
500
500
250
250
500
500
250
250
500
500
500
500
500
500
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RTA Temp.
As-deposited
As-deposited
As-deposited
As-deposited
800°C‐10min
800°C‐10min
800°C‐10min
800°C‐10min
800°C‐10min
800°C‐10min
800°C‐15min
800°C‐15min
800°C‐15min
800°C‐15min

(a.u)

Figure 4.3 and 4.4 show the Raman spectra of the samples evaporated at four different
rates and annealed at 800 °C for 10 min and 15 min, respectively. We see that the
crystallinity of the films is very sensitive to the evaporation rate. The crystallization starts
only when the evaporation rate is below a certain threshold value. Although it might be
expected institutively, this effect has not been reported previously. The rate effect can be
better understood with the model based on the nucleation-diffusion process, which
previously discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis work.

(a.u)

Figure 4.3. Crystallization study by getting deposition rate as only variable in 800 °C‐10min
annealing case

Figure 4.4 Crystallization study by getting deposition rate as only variable in 800 °C‐15min
annealing case (5 min more)
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4.1.1.2. Effect of film thickness on the crystallinity
The crystallization always starts with a nucleation which might also depend on the film
thickness. We know from the micro-crystalline silicon (μc-Si) grown by PECVD that the micro
crystal film growth following the deposition of a certain amount of film has take place. In
order to check whether we have a similar effect in the e-beam evaporated films, we have
studied the crystallinity with the film thickness. Figure 4.5 compares two evaporation rates
with two different film thicknesses. The crystallization starts after a critical film thickness and
the effect of the films thickness is drastically seen at low deposition rates. The crystallinity
increases with the film thickness as might be expected from the PECVD studies.
This can be understood easily with the same model developed for the μc-Si growth as
described by previously in Chapter 2. The structure of the film expected from this model had
schematically shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 4.5 Comparison of thickness and deposition rate effect on crystallization amount;
a) 20 A/s & 500 nm, b) 5 A/s & 500 nm, c) 20 A/s & 250 nm and d) 5 A/s & 250 nm
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4.1.1.3. Effect of substrate: SPC on Al doped ZnO (AZO)

(a.u)

In this section we present the results of our study on the effect of crystallization on the
substrate materials. The effect can be twofold: the surface properties of the substrate, such
as roughness, thermal conductivity, mobility of the atoms and molecules, etc. can retard or
enhance the crystallization of the Si film. To see these effects, we studied the crystallization
on the AZO substrate. The Raman results of the films deposited on AZO substrate are
shown in Figure4.6. These samples were annealed exactly under the same experimental
conditions with those displayed in Figure4.1. In this case, the crystallization started a shorter
annealing duration compared to those on the glass substrate.

Figure 4.6 Study of a-Si model sample [500nm thick, 10 A/s deposited on 400nm AZO
®
coated AF32 eco glass substrate at 200 °C] annealed at 750 °C in different time whiles

So, the presence of the AZO substrate enhances the crystallization process. This effect can
be explained by two effects: the surface mobility of the Si atoms adsorbed on the surface is
higher on AZO surface than on glass substrate. So the nucleation of the crystallization starts
on the AZO substrate at the very early stage of the deposition which may helped by AZO
rough surface, too. The second reason might be the Al atoms present in the AZO film can
act as the catalyst for the nucleation of the crystallization. It is not clear which one of these
mechanisms is more effective at this stage. More detailed investigation is needed to clarify
this point.
4.1.1.4. Effect of e-beam spot size (current density) on the film properties
In e-beam evaporation process, the electron beam is focused on the source material, i.e., Si
in the present case. When the evaporation rate is kept constant, the size of the e-beam spot
might affect the film properties. This is because the local heat generated by the e-beam
depends on the beam current density at the point of the e-bam strike. In order to grow a-Si
film by a narrow spot, one should apply a high e-beam current (e.g. 230 mA for 50 A/s)
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(a.u)

which results in the same deposition rate of wider spot with lower e-beam current (e.g. 100
mA for 50 A/s). This difference in the beam current generates a different temperature
distribution in the chamber and in the evaporated Si atoms leading to differences in the
structure of the deposited film. In Figure 4.7 the Raman spectra shows that wider spot lead
to starting the crystallization in 650 °C annealing for 1 hour much more effective than
narrower spot’s sample.

Figure 4.7 Comparison of two spot shape results in 650 °C annealing for 1 h which is a kind
of threshold annealing for 1000nm 50A/s deposited a-Si sample

4.1.2.

Metal Induced Crystallization by Au Nanoparticles (AuNPs)

MIC has been used to enhance the crystallization process with get the essential annealing
temperature to a lower degree. An introduction and a short review on this technique are
given in Chapter 2. Here, we report on the use of metal nanoparticles (NP) instead of
continues thin film, which because of its distribution; it is expected to generate less metal
contamination than conventional MIC using continuous metal films. The e-beam evaporated
Au film (~15 nm) on AZO film (~400 nm) was annealed to obtain AuNPs and the best
nanoparticles in terms of uniformity and size was obtained by annealing at 500 °C for 1 hour.
The SEM image of the AuNPs is shown in Figure 4.8. As it is seen in this figure, most of the
AuNPs’ sizes are between 50 nm and 150 nm. The size distribution of NPs is affected by the
initial Au film thickness. The thinner films resulted in smaller and more agglomerated NPs. In
this situation, since the metal NPs act as nucleation centers, the resulting silicon grain size
will be larger with more widely spaced NPs.
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In Figure 4.9, the Raman results from the samples with AuNPs that were annealed at 500
°C, 550 °C and 600 °C for 12 h are given. As it is clear from this figure that the amorphous
structure is maintained for the sample annealed at 500 °C. The crystallization starts by
annealing at 550 °C and the film substantially crystallizes at 600 °C for the same period of
time.

(a.u)

Figure 4.8 SEM images of 15 nm gold thin film after annealing at 500 °C for 1 hour

Figure 4.9 Raman measurements for samples of 1 μm - 1 Å/s a-Si with AuNPs on
AZO/glass substrate annealed for 12 h at 500 °C, 550 °C and 600 °C

Results presented above show that the crystallization starts at temperatures as low as
500 °C and reaches a high fraction at 600 °C. In order to find out if the crystallization can
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occur in a shorter time interval, we performed the same experiments for an annealing time of
12 h at 600 °C. Results are shown in Figure 4.9.
XRD results obtained from the same samples are shown in Figure 4.10. We see that the
crystalline silicon orientations of <111>, <220> and <311> are clearly detected in the
samples annealed at 600 °C. In the samples annealed at lower temperatures, <111> peak is
observable, while the others are almost invisible. <111> peak is strongest in the XRD
spectrum since it has the lowest free energy [67][68]. The approximate crystalline grain size
in the grown film was analyzed by the Scherrer equation [69],
(4.2)

where D is the average grain size, is the Scherrer’s constant, λ is the X-ray wavelength
(1.542 Å), β is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the peak and θ is the Bragg angle.
The calculated average crystalline grain size from <111> peak for the sample annealed at
600 °C for 12 h is 15.6 nm.

Figure 4.10 XRD measurements for samples of 1 μm - 1 Å/s a-Si with AuNPs on AZO/glass
substrate annealed for 12 h at 500 °C, 550 °C and 600 °C, also at 600 °C for 0 h, 3 h, 12 h
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(a.u)
Figure 4.11 Effect study of AuNPs for case of 600 °C annealing for 12 h

The Raman results of the samples with and without AuNPs annealed at 600 °C for 12 h are
given in Figure 4.11. As seen, the AuNPs induce the crystallization in 3 h, while the sample
without gold nanoparticle has no crystallization even after 12 h annealing. Crystallization in a
short time like 3 h is attractive when compared to classical SPC method. It is obvious that as
the annealing time increases, the crystallinity increases. However, 3 h the annealing is still
giving acceptable crystallinity with respect to 12 h annealing.
As mentioned before, to calculate crystallinity amounts (Xc), deconvoluted Raman spectra
was used. The calculated crystalline amounts are given in Table4.2.

Table 4.2 Crystallinity amounts of AuNPs induced samples with respect to different
annealing temperature and time
AnnealingTemperature (°C)

Annealing Time (h)

Crystallinity Amounts (%)

500

12

amorphous

550

12

25

600

3

66

600

12

73

The results in the table show that the crystallinity amount increases by both time and
temperature. Besides, there is no considerable difference between the crystalline amounts
of the samples annealed at 600 °C for 3 h and 12 h.
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We have shown that metal nanoparticles considerably enhance the crystallization. As an
important advantage, the use of less metal introduces less contamination to the grown film.
This technique deserves to be investigated in a more detailed and systematic way.

4.2. Doping a-Si Thin Film Deposited by e-beam Evaporation
Doping is crucially important for the solar cell production. As described in Chapter 2, both p
and n type doping are necessary to fabricate the p-i-n structures, which constitutes the
typical solar cell structure. For n and p type doping P and B elements are used, respectively.
The e-beam evaporation system we used in this study is equipped with two effusion cells
with B and P sources. It is; however, not straightforward to achieve doping. As tabulated in
Table 4.3, we have fabricated 6 samples of P and B doped and analyzed them using SIMS
and electrical techniques.

Table 4.3 Effusion cells’ temperature survey study table
Effusion cell
temperature for P

Effusion cell
temperature for B

600 °C

1700 °C

700 °C

1800 °C

800 °C

1900 °C

4.2.1.

SIMS Results

We have deposited 500 nm a-Si film with in-situ doping. The SIMS results are shown in
Figure 4.12 and 13 for these samples. Unfortunately, SIMS results are not quantitative
because of lack of the reference sample. As a quantitative analysis, we can only make
comparisons among the same type of samples. SIMS data show, however, that we have
successfully doped the layers with P and B a we expected. The dependence of dopant
concentration on the effusion cell temperature is as expected for the boron case, i.e., the
amount of dopant increases with the increasing cell temperature. However, for the case of P
doping we observe a reverse relationship, i.e., the dopant concentration decreases with
increasing cell temperature. The reason for this reverse relation is not clear to us at this
point. Since the absolute differences between SIMS signals are not known the degree of the
differences could not be estimated. It is likely that the differences between the actual values
are very small.
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Figure 4.12 SIMS result of B doping in effusion cell’s different temperatures

Figure 4.13 SIMS result of P doping in effusion cell’s different temperatures
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4.2.2.

Electrical measurements

We have performed both I-V and Hall Effect measurements on the fabricated amorphous
samples. Generally, the resistivity of the as deposited a-Si films is very high, in many cases
it is not measurable. We expect significant reduction in the resistivity upon doping process.
In Figure 4.14 and 15, we show the variation of I-V curves with doping. We observe that the
current voltage characteristics are linear, indicating the presence of an ohmic contact
between the metal contacts and the Si film.

Figure 4.14 I-V curve for Boron doping of different effusion cell temperatures

Figure 4.15 I-V curve for Phosphorous doping of different effusion cell’s temperatures
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For boron doping, the I-V plot of effusion cell temperatures 1800 °C and 1900 °C brings
much higher resistivity. However temperature of 1700 °C results in lower resistivity
For Phosphorous doping, the I-V plot of effusion cell temperatures 600 °C and 800 °C brings
much higher resistivity. However temperature of 700 °C results in lower resistivity.
The resistivity values calculated from these curves have consistency with the values which
would presume in the Table4.4. As shown in this table, the resistivities are high compared to
the values reported in the literature which dedicated before in chapter 2.
We have also performed Hall Effect measurements on the samples reported above. The
results of the resisitivity and Hall Effect are shown in Table 4.4 and 5.

Table 4.4 Hall Effect measurements for B-doped samples with different effusion cell
temperatures
B Doped

Resistivity
[Ω cm]

Hall Coefficient
[cm³/C]

Carrier Density
[1/cm³]

Hall Mobility
[cm²/(V.s)]

1700 °C

1.71E+03

2.33E+02

2.67E+16

1.44E-01

1800°C

2.02E+03

1.30E+03

4.80E+15

7.58E-02

1900 °C

2.24E+03

5.08E+02

1.22E+16

5.49E-02

Table 4.5 Hall Effect measurements for P-doped samples with different effusion cell
temperatures
P Doped

Resistivity
[Ω cm]

Hall Coefficient
[cm³/C]

Carrier Density
[1/cm³]

Hall Mobility
[cm²/(V.s)]

600 °C

5.50E+03

7.32E+02

8.52E+15

1.26E-03

700 °C

2.43E+03

1.20E+02

5.22E+16

4.49E-02

800 °C

2.50E+03

4.60E+02

1.35E+16

1.90E-01

Although, the highest dopant concentration amount in SIMS results seems to be for the
sample doped with 1900 °C effusion cell temperature, the Hall Effect measurements indicate
that the amount of active carriers is highest for the sample doped with B and P with 1700 °C
and 700 °C effusion cell temperature. The origin of this result could be the dopants
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nanoclusterization (agglomeration of some dopant atoms) due to excess amount of dopant
atoms.
4.2.3.

Activation energy measurement

Here, by the aid of a cryostat, we have measured the conductivity trough 60-300 k. By
plotting them as below the activation energy (Ea) is achievable (Figure 4.16 and 17).

Figure 4.16 Activation energy measurement for B-doped sample

Figure 4.17 Activation energy measurement for p-doped sample
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Activation Energy released from:
(4.3)

which Ln(σ) / (1000/T), equals to the slope, kB is Boltzmann constant and q is the carrier
charge in eV.
We have performed conductivity measurements as a function of the temperature as shown
in Figures 4.16 and 4.17 for B and P doped samples respectively. We identify two distinct
regions with quite different activation energies in each sample. The activation energies were
measured to be 1.05 eV and 1.13 eV in the high temperature region and 0.12 eV and 0.10
eV in the low temperature region of the Ln(σ) vs. 1/T plots of the B and P doped samples
respectively. These results indicate two regimes for the conductivity, which is a function of
the carrier density. The number of charge carriers depends on the excitation from the
valence band or impurity state to conduction band. At low temperatures, the low activation
energy corresponds to the energy required to excite an electron (hole) from the impurity
state created by the dopant atoms. This energy is called impurity ionization energy. The
measured values (0.12 eV and 0.10 eV) are in agreement with the foreseen values [70]. In a
crystalline bulk Si crystal, the impurity ionization energy is around 20-40 meV which is much
smaller than what is found here. The difference is due to the larger band gap of a-Si.
The high activation energy corresponds to excitation process from the valence band to the
conduction band of the a-Si. In c-Si these values should be roughly equal to the half of the
band gap energy (0.56 eV). In the present case, the band gap energy is around 1.7 eV,
which should yield activation energy of 0.85 eV. The measured values are higher than this
value. The reason might be the position of the defect state that helps the excitation process.
If the defect state is not located at the midgap, the activation energy could be higher than the
half of the band gap energy.
4.3. Contamination from the glass substrate
4.3.1.

SIMS Results

The contamination caused by the impurity diffusion from the glass substrates which contain
various unwanted impurities had studied and summarized as the impurity analysis that
performed in the Si film by SIMS and XRF analysis. SIMS profiles obtained from the Si film
presented in Figure 4.18. The impurities observed in the film are shown below.
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Figure 4.18 SIMS result to comparison Al, Ca, Fe and Na impurities in a-Si film

4.3.2.

XRF Results

To understand the origin of this contamination, we analyzed the chemical structure of the
film and glass by XRF and seen that the glass is the main source of contamination. For a
quantitative survey the XRF spectroscopy was employed. Results are presented in Figure
4.19.
As future works, in order to prevent this contamination we suggest covering the glass
substrate with Si3N4, which would act as a good diffusion barrier for impurities.
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a-Si on Glass

Component
Si
Al
Fe
Ca
Ba
Mg
C

Re. Mass%
46.4
9.83
0.04
5.57
4.66
1.55
0.62

a-Si on Si wafer (as reference)

Component
Si
C
Zn

Re. Mass%
99.1
0.8
0.1

Bare Glass

Component
SiO2
Al2O3
B2O3
Fe2O3
Ca
Ba
Mg

Re. Mass%
58.30
17.90
8.70
0.02
3.53
2.76
1.82

Figure 4.19 XRF Results
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

The photovoltaic technologies are becoming more and more important as the environmental,
economical, and political problems created by the use of fossil fuels for the energy demand
of the world are growing around the globe. The climate change caused by the CO 2 emission
resulted from the fossil fuel burning is threatening the future. It is then inevitable to replace
the conventional energy sources (oil, gas and coals) by clean and renewable energy
sources. Among the renewable energy sources, solar energy is the only source with the
largest abundance, cleanness and accessibility from everywhere around the world.
Photovoltaic (PV) technologies are widely used to convert the solar energy to electricity. It
has been recognized as an important alternative to all other energy producing technologies.
PV industry today is dominated by the crystal Si based solar cells with a market share of
90%. c-Si cells have high conversion efficiency, are proven to be robust, and reliable for a
very long time (up to 30 years). However, c-Si based solar cells suffer from high production
costs that make the competition with other energy sources very difficult. Although the price
fall we have observed in recent years has made them very attractive in many locations in the
world, their price is still higher than the price of the electricity generated by natural gas and
coal for a real competitive position for them.
In searching cost effective and more efficient alternative solutions, new and different PV
technologies have been developed. Thin film solar cells have been a major breakthrough in
the history of PV technologies. Among the thin film systems, a-Si/μc-Si systems have
attracted attention due to the same reason as the c-Si systems (robustness, durability,
abundance). a-Si thin film solar cells can be fabricated on glass or stainless steel substrates
2
with very large area (up to 5.7 m ). With less material usage, a-Si/μc-Si thin film technology
offers a low cost solution. However, the efficiency has been much lower than the c-Si solar
cells. The maximum stable efficiency of this type of solar cells has been around 10%, which
is almost half of the efficiency of c-Si solar cells.
In order to combine the efficiency advantages of c-Si and cost advantage of the thin film
system, significant amount of efforts have been devoted for fabrication of crystalline thin
films on glass substrates. However, this is a challenging issue due to the fact that
crystallization of Si without a seed does not yield a single crystal. Moreover, the temperature
of crystallization is higher than the softening temperature of the glass substrates. These
difficulties have made the crystallization of Si quite challenging. Many research groups
around the world have been trying to obtain highly crystalline thin film layers on glass
substrate at low temperatures.
In this M.Sc. thesis study, we have investigated the fabrication of thin film crystalline Si on
glass by e-beam evaporation followed by an annealing process either in a conventional tube
furnace or in a RTA system. Some of the produced films were doped with P and B using
effusion cells integrated to the e-beam evaporator.
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Upon annealing at temperatures above 600 C, we have observed crystallization in the a-Si
thin film as expected. The crystallization increases with the annealing temperature and
duration as expected. Interestingly, we have observed a strong dependence of the
crystallization on the evaporation rate. We obtained higher crystallinity in the samples
deposited with slower rates. This is understandable because, when the evaporation rate is
low, atoms arriving at the surface will have more time to reach a crystallization site for the
nucleation and growth. We have also observed that the crystallization depends on the
thickness of the film. Thickness dependence is typically observed in the crystal formation in
the a-Si films produced by PECVD. Another interesting and positive effect is observed when
the film is deposited on ZnO film, which is the case in the solar cell device fabrication. ZnO
provides either higher mobility for the atoms arriving at the surface, or Al atoms that enhance
the crystallization just like metal induced crystallization we summarized below.
We have studied metal induced crystallization using metal nanoparticles instead of
continuous film. We expect lower crystallization temperature and lower contamination in this
case. We have shown that when Au nanoparticles are incorporated, crystallization starts at
temperatures as low as 500 °C and reaches to very high fractions at 600 °C. So, the total
annealing time is reduced significantly in this case. However, the contamination by the metal
nanoparticles is still not identified. We need to investigate the effect the contamination on the
material and device properties in the future.
Doping has been accomplished using effusion cells incorporated to the e-beam evaporation
system. We have observed the expected variation with the doping process. The resistivity
decreases with the doping in general. We have also determined the doping type and carrier
concentration as a function of effusion cell temperature and doping type. In most of the
cases, we have observed right conductivity type. For some samples annealed at relatively
high temperatures, the doping type was measured to be inconsistent with the expected
results. This is attributed to the contamination from the glass substrate. To understand the
origin of this contamination, we analyzed the chemical structure of the film -on glass and on
Si wafer (as reference) - and glass itself by XRF and seen that the glass is the main source
of contamination. In order to prevent this contamination, we suggest covering the glass
substrate with Si3N4 which would act as a good diffusion barrier for impurities.
We finally studied the temperature dependent I-V characteristics of the films. We have
observed two distinct regions with two activation energies at high and low temperatures.
These regions correspond to two different current mechanisms. One of the mechanisms (low
temperature one) is likely to be driven by the generation of carriers through band tails stated
in the a-Si, and the other one (high temperature) is determined by the barriers in the
conduction band. The conduction in the amorphous or nano-, and micro-crystalline Si thin
film is a complicated process, and full understanding of the conduction requires very detailed
investigation. This will be an important task in our future studies.
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